CHAPTER 1621

How fast is Levi Garrison?

As soon as the Black God Sect master who had captured Levilia arrived at the Black God Sect lair,
Levi Garrison arrived on his back foot.

Of course, it was also the time for Levilia’s distress signal.

When threatened, the first time a distress signal is issued.

The Black God Sect is eerie and terrifying.

The floor is full of skeletons, humans and animals.

The whole area was shrouded in a gloomy atmosphere.

The Lair of the Black God Sect is deep in the mountains, and it looks like hell from a distance.

Black God in the lair.

Hundreds of people stood.

There was a person sitting on it, wearing a black robe, surrounded by black mist. m.bg.

A pair of eyes are blue and quiet…

He is the leader of the Black God Sect-Black God.

The Supreme Level Five Heavens, no, it should be a Supreme Grade powerhouse close to the Six
Heavens!

It is also the existence that casts a shadow on Fu Qiufeng.

Compared with the prosperity of Wushuang City, Black God Sect appears very calm.

There are about 800 people in total.

Although it is a wicked way, the Black God Sect’s cultivation methods and magic techniques are
extremely harsh.

Not everyone can practice.

There are many who blew themselves up during the cultivation process.

But all the elites are left behind.

Each is brutal and terrifying.

There are two Supreme Level Fifth Heavenly Powers, and there are 17 Supreme Supreme Level Four
Heavenly Powers…

This is unmatched by Wushuang City.

It is also the reason why others are afraid.

Maybe one hundred thousand warriors dare not provoke these hundreds of people.

After Levilia was robbed, everyone in the Black God Sect gathered.

Even the leader Hei Shen also came.

He looked up and down Levilia carefully, and his mouth made an uncomfortable voice that was
hoarse like a blade across the glass: “That kid did

not lie to me, it really is a unique talent! It is the strongest talent I have ever seen!”

Everyone began to cheer.

“Master, what are you going to do?”

“Cultivated with such a high talent, he is definitely an invincible powerhouse!”

“The future can impact the Supreme Grade Seventh Heaven…”

Someone asked.

Black God shook his head: “No, no, no.”

“First, training is too time-consuming.”

“Second, we can’t control her after she is strong.”

The black god greedily glanced at Levilia: “Only being strong is the most important thing! If I dig out
her martial veins, and then eat her flesh and

blood! I can become a supreme level six heaven powerhouse in one fell swoop, It is not impossible to
win the Supreme Seventh Heaven!”

Black God Sect began to look forward to it.

If the Black God really breaks through to the Supreme Level Sixth Heaven, then the Black God Sect
will really be rampant.

Because the supreme grade six-fold naive is really too rare.

Even before the covenant of the gods, there were very few, and they existed in legends.

The black god stroked Xia Levilia’s head: “Go to sleep with peace of mind, there is no pain!”

He wants to practice evil arts through Levilia to make him stronger.

“Master, do you think there should be trouble in Wushuang City? This child is a future that
Wushuang City has devoted all its resources to nurturing!

It’s just being eaten by you, isn’t it…”

Some people are worried that Wushuang City will rob people.

The black god snorted coldly: “I gave Fu Qiufeng a hundred courage, and he dare not come! He is
defeated!”

“That’s true! How many people come from Wushuang City, then we will kill as many people! If Fu
Qiufeng dares to come, we will kill Fu Qiufeng!”

“Don’t worry, there is no one to save this child! My promotion to the Supreme Sixth Heaven is
finalized!”

Just at the moment when the black mythical voice just fell.

A sound like the roar of the Thunder God blasted around the Black God Sect.

Buzzing…

“Who said no one would come to save?”

